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Abstract
Transistors’ performance has been improving by shrinking
feature sizes, lowering voltage levels, and reducing noisemar-
gins. However, these changes also make transistors more
vulnerable and susceptible to transient faults. As a result,
transient fault protection has become a crucial aspect of de-
signing reliable systems. According to previous research, it is
about 2.5x harder to mask control flow errors than data flow
errors, making control flow protection critical. In this paper,
we present Path Sensitive Signatures (PaSS), a low overhead
and high fault coverage software method to detect illegal
control flows. PaSS targets off-the-shelf embedded systems
and combines two different methods to detect control flow
errors that incorrectly jump to both nearby and faraway
locations. In addition, it provides a lightweight technique
to protect inter-procedural control flow transfers including
calls and returns. PaSS is evaluated on the SPEC2006 bench-
marks. The experimental results demonstrate that with the
same level of fault coverage, PaSS only incurs 15.5% average
performance overhead compared to 64.7% overhead incurred
by the traditional signature-based technique. PaSS can also
further extend fault coverage by providing inter-procedural
protection at an additional 3.6% performance penalty.

CCSConcepts: •Computer systems organization→Re-
liability.
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1 Introduction
Transient faults, also called Single Event Upsets (SEUs) or
soft errors, are caused by environmental effects such as elec-
tromagnetic interference (EMI), power fluctuations, and high
energy particle strikes. With advancements of semiconduc-
tor technology, transistor size has reduced exponentially
in the past decades. Aggressive voltage scaling and noise
margin reduction have also emerged as effective methods
to improve energy efficiency on microprocessors. However,
this combination of techniques substantially weakens the
architectural reliability, causing transient faults to happen
more easily and frequently than ever before.
Transient faults do not cause permanent damage to the

hardware, but they may silently corrupt an application’s cor-
rectness during run time or even crash the whole system.
For example, HP [38] stated that the frequent failures of its
2048-CPU system deployed at the Los Alamos National Lab-
oratory were caused by high-energy cosmic rays. A study
[12] even showed that the BlueGene/L machine installed
in Lawrence Livermore National Labs suffered from soft er-
rors in every four hours. Given the fact that the estimated
reliability per bit drops roughly 8% per generation of proces-
sors [11], there is an urgent need to provide transient fault
protection schemes on both current and future systems.

Transient fault detection techniques rely on different forms
of redundant checking, either in hardware or software. Typi-
cal hardware solutions include DMR (dual-modular redun-
dancy), TMR (triple-modular redundancy), and watchdog
processors [34]. IBM Z-Series servers [6], HP NonStop sys-
tems [7], and Boeing 777 airplanes [59] are examples of sys-
tems incorporating hardware-based transient fault detection
and recovery mechanisms. Even if these hardware-based
solutions do not have a severe effect on performance, they
introduce unavoidable area and energy costs. Therefore, they
cannot be directly applied to commodity embedded systems.

Software-based redundant checking is more appealing for
transient fault detection since it is free of production costs
and offers more flexibility. Prior works [24, 56] report that
the masking rate of control flow errors is significantly less
than that of data flow errors. Consequently, securing control
flows becomes a crucial aspect of transient fault protection.
Traditional software methods [42, 55] perform verification
on every branch instruction to ensure correctness. Although
detailed-checking methods provide high fault coverage, a
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large number of validating instructions are injected into pro-
grams, resulting in moderate to large performance overhead.
More recent studies [24, 62] try to reduce this validation
overhead by injecting fewer instructions, but they sacrifice
fault coverage to different extents due to their heuristic ap-
proaches. Given that transient fault protections aim to detect
as many faults as possible, trading fault coverage for better
performance has inherent weaknesses.
In this work, we focus on rethinking the coverage versus

overhead trade-off to develop a new validation method that
provides high fault coverage while keeping low performance
overhead at the same time. With this motivation, we pro-
pose Path Sensitive Signatures for Control Flow Error Detection
(PaSS), an efficient software method to detect illegal control
flows caused by transient faults. PaSS creatively combines
two different checking methods to detect control flow errors
that incorrectly jump to both nearby locations and faraway
locations. We observe that it is relatively easy to track run-
time control flow history within a small region. Thus, instead
of validating every branch instruction like previous methods,
PaSS reduces the checking frequency by deferring the valida-
tion of this history until the control flow transfers to a new
region. In this way, PaSS minimizes the number of required
validation instructions without losing significant fault cover-
age. We also notice that previous works either cannot protect
inter-procedural control flow transfers [2, 43, 55] or protect
them with too much overhead [15, 24]. To solve this prob-
lem, PaSS introduces a novel, low cost technique to ensure
inter-procedural control flow transfers. In the Commercial-
Off-the-Shelf (COTS) embedded market, achieving high fault
coverage with minimal overhead has the foremost impor-
tance. PaSS is designed to satisfy both constraints and makes
the following contributions:

• Compared to traditional signature-based methods that
suffer from 64.7% run-time overhead, PaSS only has
an average performance overhead of 15.5%, achieving
76% reduction.

• PaSS can protect inter-procedural control flow trans-
fers with a low cost scheme that incurs only an addi-
tional 3.6% overhead.

• PaSS achieves 98.8% fault coverage for illegal control
flows on the SPEC2006 benchmark suite [22] (99.0%
with inter-procedural protection), maintaining the same
level of coverage as more detailed-checking methods.

2 Background and Motivation
2.1 Fault Detection Techniques
Fault detection is necessarily the first step to protect sys-
tems from transient faults. As we mentioned above, fault
detection can be achieved through redundant checking in
either hardware or software. Hardware-based redundant
checking involves executing extra validating instructions in
duplicated or specially designed hardware modules. These

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Control Flow Error

Data Flow Error

Percentage of Runs (%)

Correct Executions Incorrect Executions

Figure 1. Percentage of incorrect executions caused by con-
trol flow errors and data flow errors.
solutions usually have broad fault coverage and low perfor-
mance overhead, but incur high area and energy costs. Fur-
thermore, they do not have any flexibility once the design is
deployed on chips. Due to these limitations, hardware-based
solutions are too expensive to be considered in embedded
microprocessors. In contrast, software-based techniques are
more appealing for embedded systems since they are flexible
and free of the production cost, but they generally suffer
from higher performance overheads.

Specifically, software-based transient fault detection tech-
niques are classified into two categories: data flow protection
and control flow protection. From our opportunity tests, we
find most of data flow errors can be masked during program
executions, but control flow errors are difficult to hide. Fig-
ure 1 shows the percentage of program executions for which
incorrect behaviors result from injecting a single bit error in
a random register (data flow error) or in the branch target
address (control flow error) for the SPEC CPU 2006 bench-
marks [22]. From the result, nearly 80% of errors in data flow
have no effect on programs, but control flow errors cause
more than 75% of executions to behave incorrectly. Although
both control flow and data flow are equally important to be
protected, this work focuses on detecting illegal control flows
since control flow errors are more likely to cause programs
to behave incorrectly.

2.2 Signature-based Control Flow Protection
To detect control flow errors, extra checking instructions are
inserted into programs to make sure a control flow arrives at
the correct target. We will use CFCSS [42] as an example to
briefly introduce the fundamentals behind traditional control
flow protection schemes, including their limitations.

At compile time, CFCSS assigns a unique integer, known
as the signature Si, to every basic block in a program. A basic
block (BB) is a container for group of instructions with a
single entry and a single exit. For each control flow from
srcBB to destBB, a signature difference d = Ssrc 𝑥𝑜𝑟 Sdest is
also statically computed. Finally, a general purpose register
G is allocated to hold the signature of executing BB. During
run time, G is firstly initialized to the signature of entry BB.
Whenever control flow transfers from srcBB to destBB, G is
updated using G = G 𝑥𝑜𝑟 d. After this update, G should be
equal to the signature of destBB unless an error has occurred.
Therefore, a comparison between the updated G and Sdest
is inserted to validate the transfer. Figure 2 shows the basic
operation of CFCSS technique. For more complicated con-
trol flow patterns such as multiple predecessors, additional
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destBB:
G = G xor d

if (G != s2) → Error!

srcBB:
G = s1

s1

s2
d = s1 xor s2

Figure 2. Signature-based control flow checking.
updating instructions are inserted to make sure G gets the
correct value. Although CFCSS achieves high fault coverage
(around 99%), every basic block is instrumented with signa-
ture updating and validating instructions, causing significant
performance overhead (up to 130.8%, 64.7% on average).
More recent works [24, 62] try to cut down this huge

overhead by injecting fewer instructions into programs. Even
though these techniques bring overheads down to 25%, their
fault coverage are all compromised, only ranging from 92%
to 96%. For example, ACS [24] increments a simple counter
every time a branch instruction gets executed. Whenever
the control flow crosses two statically defined regions, the
counter is checked against a pre-calculated value to make
sure certain number of BBs has traversed. While achieving
less overhead, ACS loses coverage if control flows incorrectly
jump to any other path with the same counter value.
Since trading fault coverage for better performance is

not an optimal solution, our work strives to minimize over-
head without losing any coverage. Through experiments,
we found signature updating instructions (xor instruction
in CFCSS) only count for 30% of overhead. Because they are
simple ALU operations, their effects can be easily hidden
by the Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP). Hence, signature
checking instructions (cmp followed by bne) are the primary
source of overheads. To effectively reduce it, fewer checking
instructions should be used. As carelessly deleting checking
instructions hurts the coverage, a new validation method,
PaSS, is proposed. In next section, we will explain how PaSS
achieves low overhead while keeping high coverage.

3 Path Sensitive Signatures
Control flow errors can jump to both nearby locations (short-
distance control flow errors) and faraway locations (long-
distance control flow errors). To detect short-distance errors,
we must distinguish between valid and invalid control flow
paths that traverse a small code region. Fortunately, for small
code regions, there are few valid control flow paths, which
the compiler can statically enumerate. It is therefore possible
for us to minimize the validation overhead by comparing the
total executed path through a small region to this valid set
only after execution of the region is complete. However, this
method cannot be applied to long-distance control flow er-
rors, because enumerating all valid control flow paths across
large regions is not practical. Therefore, PaSS uses two differ-
ent algorithms to effectively detect both short-distance and

Sig Update
Interval A:

Interval B:

Sig Update Sig Update

Sig Update

Sig Check
Sig Update

Sig Update Sig Update

Sig Update

Figure 3. PaSS high-level operation (back edge is marked
by the hollow arrow).

BB1

BB4

BB2 BB3

Figure 4. Intra-interval errors (shown in dashed arrows).

long-distance control flow errors. To clearly categorize two
types of errors, we exploit the standard interval analysis. An
interval (shown as dashed region in Figure 3) is a maximal
group of basic blocks that satisfies the following properties:

• The header node of an interval dominates all other
nodes in the same interval. In other words, an interval
only has a single entry but can have multiple exits.

• Each interval contains atmost one loop, with back edge
pointing to interval’s header node. Note that nested
loops will be separated into multiple intervals.

With an application divided into intervals, its control flows
transfer either within the same interval or from the exit
block of one interval to the entry block of another interval.
Accordingly, control flow errors can be naturally classified
into intra-interval errors (short-distance errors) and inter-
interval errors (long-distance errors). As shown in Figure
3, PaSS constantly updates a signature to memorize current
control flow path. Whenever the control flow arrives at a
new interval, the signature is checked with a statically deter-
mined value to make sure no error happened in the previous
interval. Simultaneously, the checking also validates the con-
trol flow transferring across intervals. Thus, PaSS is able to
use a single checking instruction to detect both intra-interval
and inter-interval errors at the same time.

3.1 Intra-Interval Error Detection
Intra-interval errors occur when control flows incorrectly
transfer from srcBB to destBB, where both srcBB and destBB
are in the same interval. Examples are shown with dashed
arrows in Figure 4. Note that control flow errors that branch
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode for SV Assignments
cur_SV = 1;
path_history = [];
for cur_BB in interval_DFS_traversal do

if !cur_BB.visited then
cur_BB.visited = true;
cur_BB.SV = cur_SV++;
if cur_BB is interval_exit then

while get_CS_value(cur_BB) in path_history do
cur_BB.SV = cur_SV++;

end
path_history.push(get_CS_value(cur_BB));

end
end

end

Sig == 6 ?

BB1

Sig = 11 1

BB3

Sig = Sig + 44 5
BB2

Sig = Sig + 22 3

BB4

Sig = Sig + 33 6

Sig == 5 ?

SV CS

Figure 5. Basic operation for intra-interval protection.
back to interval’s entry BB (from BB4 to BB1) are counted as
inter-interval errors, which will be discussed in next section.

To detect intra-interval errors, PaSS firstly assigns a unique,
non-negative integer to each basic block (BB) in the inter-
val, known as the Step Value (SV). Then, PaSS calculates the
Cumulative Sum(CS) for each BB. The Cumulative Sum is
computed by taking the maximum sum of all SVs from the
interval entry BB to current BB along control flow edges. In
other words, each BB’s CS is the maximum path sum accu-
mulated by SVs starting from the header node. Once these
two values are determined, PaSS inserts signature update in-
structions at the beginning of each BB, which will increment
the signature by corresponding BB’s SV. Finally, a checking
instruction is inserted when control flow leaves the current
interval to verify the signature matching with the CS value of
corresponding exit block. Considering an interval can have
multiple exit BBs with different CS values (BB3 and BB4 in
Figure 5), the signature is checked against different numbers
depending on which exit BB is taken during run time.
We notice that the intra-interval’s fault coverage is de-

pendent on the assignment of SV s to BBs. To maximize the
coverage, we decide to assign each BB with a unique SV, and
make every exit BB with a different CS, because making each
path sum unique can significantly reduce the probability
that an invalid control path produces a valid control flow
signature. To implement the proposed strategy, we use a
depth-first-search (DFS) algorithm shown in Algorithm 1.
The basic operation for intra-interval error detection is

shown in Figure 5. Numbers on the left side of blocks rep-
resent BBs’ SV and numbers on the right side represent the
CS. If an intra-interval error occurs during run time, one or
more blocks will be skipped or re-executed, making the final

BB1

Sig = 11 1

BB2

Sig = Sig + 22 3

BB4

Sig = Sig + 44 10

BB3

Sig = Sig + 33 6

Sig == 10 ?

+5
Sig == 3 ?

Figure 6. Intra-interval protection with the extra increment.

BB1

Sig = 11 1

BB2

Sig = Sig + 22 3

BB4

Sig = Sig + 3
Sig == 6 ?

3 6

BB3

Sig = Sig + 44 5

Sig == 5 ?

...

Figure 7. Extra checking instruction for loop interval.

signature value unequal to the CS value of the exiting BB.
For instance, assuming a control flow is supposed to transfer
from BB2 to BB4, but a transient fault causes the control
flow to branch to BB3 instead. Upon exiting the interval, the
control flow signature will be equal to 7 (1+2+4) rather than
6 (1+2+3) nor 5 (1+4). Thus, inserted checking instruction
detects this error. Similarly, if control flows incorrectly jump
to the middle of BBs, the signature updating instruction will
be skipped, resulting a mismatch again at the checking point.
If multiple paths exist between two BBs, one extra incre-

ment will be inserted right before entering the destBB among
other paths that are not the largest control flow path. The
value of the increment is the difference between destBB’s
CS (maximal path sum) and the path sums of other shorter
paths. Example is shown in Figure 6, with the extra increment
marked beside the target control flow edge. This technique
adds negligible overhead since each critical path needs at
most one extra increment to generate correct signature value.

The last special case we need to address is the loop inter-
val, where the signature gets re-initialized every time the
loop branches back to entry node, as shown in Figure 7. PaSS
cannot detect control flow errors within the loop body since
the signature value is not maintained across loop iterations.
To solve this problem, we insert a checking instruction in
the basic block that contains the back edge (bold instruction
in BB4). Before the signature gets re-initialized, we compare
it with the CS value of the latch block to make sure no er-
ror happened in the current loop iteration. Note that extra
increments may also be inserted inside the loop if necessary.

To summary, PaSS ensures intra-interval control flow cor-
rectness by verifying the signature in following intervals’
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Interval A:

BB1

BB4

BB2 BB3

Interval B:

BB0

...

Figure 8. Inter-interval errors (shown in dashed arrows).

header node and in latch block, which greatly reduces the
checking frequency compared to prior techniques that re-
quire the validation in every BB.

3.2 Inter-Interval Error Detection
Inter-interval errors are more likely to happen if control
flows mistakenly jump to faraway locations. As shown in
Figure 8, they either directly jump to themiddle of an interval
without traveling through the head node, or enter the inter-
val with an illegal predecessor. Since inter-interval errors
can jump to arbitrary locations, previously proposed method
is no longer acceptable because tracking entire program’s
control flows is almost impossible. Thus, a more conservative
checking algorithm is developed to guarantee every control
flow that crosses two intervals behaves correctly.
To detect inter-interval errors, PaSS statically assigns an

unique value, similar to each BB’s SV, to each interval in a
program, known as the Region Value (RV). Whenever control
flows enter a new interval, the control flow signature will be
compared with the interval predecessor’s RV to make sure
the branch comes from one of the legal predecessors. After
passing the checking instruction, current interval’s RV gets
assigned to the signature. Figure 9 shows inserted instruc-
tions for inter-interval error detection. Each interval’s RV is
represented by a letter on the upper left. If a branch arrives at
interval B but from somewhere other than its legal predeces-
sor, the error will be detected since the control flow signature
is not set to A. In addition, if control flows erroneously jump
to the middle of an interval, they will skip the signature
updating instruction located in the entry block. Therefore,
these errors will also be caught at the next signature check.
For intervals with more than one predecessors, the sig-

nature value needs to be checked against multiple RVs to
ensure control flow correctness, which incurs unnecessary
overheads. To simplify the checking process, we introduce a
new static value called the Region Difference (RD) for each
interval predecessor (excluding the first predecessor that the
compiler processes). The RD of a predecessor interval is cal-
culated by taking the xor value of the interval’s RV and the
first predecessor interval’s RV. Once the RD is determined, an
extra signature updating instruction is inserted in each pre-
decessor’s BB (except the first predecessor). The instruction

...

RV: A

...

BB1
Sig = A

BB2
Sig == A ?

Sig = B

RV: B

Figure 9. Basic operation for inter-interval protection.

...

RV: C

RV: B

BB2
Sig = B

Sig = Sig xor RD

RD = A xor BRV: A

BB1

Sig = A

BB3
Sig == A ?

Sig = C

BB4

Sig = Sig xor RD

RD = A xor C

Sig == C ?

Figure 10. Extra updating instructions for fan-in interval.
simply updates the signature to be the xor value of RD and
the signature itself, as shown in bold instruction of Figure 10.
In this way, whichever predecessor the control flow comes
from, the signature always equals to the first predecessor’s
RV upon reaching the destination. Consequently, a single
checking instruction is enough to detect all inter-interval
errors. In case one exit BB connects to multiple intervals
where RDs are needed, the extra updating instruction is in-
serted along exiting edges to make sure the correct signature
is used by different intervals. Lastly, if an interval contains
a loop, the latch block will also branch to interval’s header
node. In this case, we consider the current interval to be one
of its own predecessors and treat the interval same as the
fan-in interval. Thus, the signature should also be updated
with RD in the latch block, as illustrated in BB4 of Figure 10.

3.3 Integrating Two Checking Methods
Since both intra-interval and inter-interval error detection
rely on signature checkings and both of them perform vali-
dations in interval’s header node, we can combine these two
checking methods together to further reduce performance
overheads. To achieve this, we separate the control flow sig-
nature into two parts: the upper half is used for inter-interval
checking and the lower half is used to detect intra-interval
errors. The reason behind this partition scheme is because
updating the signature with blocks’ SVs will only change
the signature’s lower bits, having no effect on inter-interval
checking. According to our study, using a 32-bit integer as
the control flow signature is sufficient for error detection,
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...

BB1
Sig Check

Sig = A << 16 + 0
0 0

BB2
Sig = Sig + 11 1

RV: A

BB3
Sig == (A<<16+1) ?
Sig = B << 16 + 2

2 2

BB4
Sig = Sig + 33 5

BB6
Sig = Sig + 4

Sig == (B<<16+9) ?
Sig = Sig xor RD

4 9

RV: B

RD = (A<<16+1) xor          
(B<<16+9)

BB5
Sig = Sig + 55 7

Sig == (B<<16+7) ?

Figure 11. Integrated solution for PaSS.
where bits[15:0] are reserved for intra-interval protection
and bits[31:16] store the information for inter-interval pro-
tection. Consequently, the final expected value at each inter-
val’s exit is equal to that interval’s RV left shifted by 16 bits
plus that interval exit’s CS (RV << 16 + CS(exitBB)).
Figure 11 illustrates PaSS’s integrated solution. Before a

program starts running, the control flow signature is firstly
initialized to RV(entry_interval) << 16 + CS(entry_block).
While traversing other blocks in the same interval, the signa-
ture is incremented by their corresponding SVs. Whenever
the control flow transfers to a new interval, for example, from
BB2 to BB3, the current signature will be checked against
the expected value of the interval exit. One thing to point
out is that with the integrated solution, the calculation for
Region Difference (RD) is based on the expected value of two
interval exits rather than their RVs, and the expected value
for the latch block in a loop is RV << 16 + CS(latch_block).

3.4 Inter-procedural Control Flow Protection
Transient faults can also happen to inter-procedural control
flows (e.g. call and return instructions). According to our
study, prior works either do not provide a solution [42, 43, 56]
or spend too much costs (about 15% performance overhead)
to protect it [15, 24]. To optimize this limitation, we propose
a lightweight technique to detect errors that occur when
control flows transfer between the calling and the callee site.

Instead of using the control flow signature alone, our pro-
posed scheme relies on an additional signature, called the
function signature (F_Sig) to detect inter-procedural control
flow errors. At compile time, every function in a program
will be statically assigned a unique ID. To protect transfers
from caller to callee, PaSS updates F_Sig with the ID of the
called function just before the call instruction. At the begin-
ning of each function (except the main function), a checking
instruction is also inserted to verify F_Sig matches with the

...
Sig = Sig + 39

F_Sig = 13
call foo

Sig = Sig - 39
...

F_Sig == 13 ?
...

return;

foo (13):

...

...
Figure 12. Instructions for inter-procedural protection.

static ID of the corresponding function. Thus, if a call instruc-
tion jumps to the wrong function, the checking instruction
will detect a mismatch and report the error.

To protect transfers returning from callee to caller, two
instructions are inserted around the call instruction on the
caller side. Before the call instruction, the control flow signa-
ture will be incremented by a statically determined random
value which is greater than the interval’s largest CS to pre-
vent aliasing with our intra-procedural protection scheme.
After the call instruction, the control flow signature will
be decremented by the same number to restore the origi-
nal value. If a control flow returns to a wrong location, the
control flow signature will not be restored correctly. Con-
sequently, the error will be detected at next control flow
signature check. Figure 12 shows inserted instructions for
inter-procedural protection.
For the direct function call, the compiler can statically

access the called function. In such cases, PaSS will insert the
checking instruction in the callee function to make sure con-
trol flows arrive at the correct target. However, for indirect
calls where targets are unresolved at compile time (e.g. call
through pointers), PaSS cannot insert validating instructions.
Nevertheless, the increment and decrement instructions are
still inserted around the call instruction, guaranteeing that
the called function will eventually return to the correct place.
We choose this implementation strategy because the com-
piler has limited capability to analyze indirect function calls,
and the probability of a single bit flipping to result in the
start of a different function is nearly zero.
In our current design, the control flow signature is allo-

cated as a local variable inside of each function. When a
call instruction gets executed, the current signature will be
saved on the function stack and thus will not affect the sig-
nature allocated in the callee function. On the other hand,
the function signature needs to be a global variable since
every function needs to access it.

3.5 Discussion
We use the example shown in Figure 13 to distinguish PaSS
from CFCSS [42] and ACS [24]. In this instance, CFCSS needs
to insert validating instructions in every basic block (6 in
total), whereas both PaSS and ACS only requires a single
checking instruction because all BBs are grouped into an
interval. Since ACS only counts the number of traversed
BBs, it loses the coverage if erroneous control flows jump
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BB1

BB6

BB2 BB3

BB4 BB5

Figure 13. Control flow example.

to any other path with the same counter value (from BB3
to BB4 or from BB2 to BB5). However, PaSS still catches all
errors as each control flow path gets accumulated differently
(detailed evaluations are provided in Section 5). Given this,
we conclude PaSS reduces the overhead while keeping the
coverage same as the traditional methods.

4 Evaluation Methodology
4.1 PaSS Implementation
We implemented the PaSS scheme using the LLVM [28] com-
piler infrastructure. To apply PaSS, an application’s source
code is firstly compiled into LLVM Intermediate Represen-
tation (IR) with -O3 option. At this step, common compiler
optimizations are performed if necessary. For example, ir-
reducible patterns will be converted to reducible structures
through some code duplication. Then, intervals are internally
formed based on the program’s control flow graph (CFG). Ex-
ploiting the interval information, PaSS allocates signatures
and instruments initializing, updating, and checking instruc-
tions in corresponding basic blocks of the program. Finally,
binary executables are generated with the PaSS technique
embedded. We notice that some optimizations such as the
constant propagation may delay the signature initialization
until the second BB, leaving the entry BB unprotected. To
solve this, PaSS should be run as the last optimization step so
that it will not be overwritten by others. Since instrumented
instructions must be placed in exact BB, further compiler
optimizations are not allowed.

4.2 Statistical Fault Injection Model
Statistical Fault Injection (SFI) has been extensively used
[18, 24, 47, 61] to evaluate transient fault detection methods.
In this fault model, Single-Event-Upset (SEU) is assumed,
which means that an arbitrary bit will be flipped to simulate
a transient fault at a random time during application’s execu-
tion (the probability of happening more than one transient
faults per program’s execution is extremely small). Since
PaSS targets the control flow error detection, we only con-
sider faults that result illegal control flows. Note that similar
to other signature-based techniques [2, 24, 42], PaSS cannot
protect errors corrupting the value of a branch condition,

which will cause legal but incorrect control flow transfers.
However, these errors can be covered by combining PaSS
with other data flow protection solutions.

Transient faults can cause illegal control flows in multi-
ple ways, including but not limited to: 1) A transient fault
converts a normal instruction into a control flow instruction.
2) Conversely, a transient fault can also convert a control
flow instruction into a normal instruction. 3) A transient
fault affects one of the registers used in the computation of
a branch target address. 4) A transient fault directly changes
the branch target address or the program counter (PC). How-
ever, no matter where errors happen, they all share the iden-
tical symptom: incorrect branch targets. Therefore, in our
experiments, we choose to inject faults that directly change
the branch target address to guarantee every fault will result
a control flow error.

Errors are injected using GEM5 simulator [8]. First, GEM5
runs a program without any modification to collect the total
simulation cycle. A random cycle is then selected as the fault
injection point. Next, GEM5 will simulate the program again
with the fault injection enabled. Once the simulated pro-
gram reaches the fault injection point, the next control flow
instruction’s target address is chosen as the fault injection
target. To complete the fault injection, one random bit of this
address is flipped. The simulation continues until either the
PaSS reports the error, or the program exits. Although we
only inject faults to branch target addresses, our technique
should be able to detect faults in other places as well, as long
as the program’s control flow gets corrupted.

5 Evaluation Results
To evaluate PaSS, we collect all C benchmarks (12 in to-
tal) from the SPEC CPU 2006 [22], including both integer
and floating point suits, as our workloads. However, PaSS is
completely programming-language independent and should
have the same behavior no matter which language is used. To
compare PaSS with prior techniques, we also implemented
CFCSS [42] and ACS [24] as our baselines. As we mentioned
in Section 2.2, CFCSS performs conservative control flow
checking, which brings both high fault coverage and high
overheads. On contrary, ACS is a counter-based scheme that
tries to minimize the overhead by sacrificing some coverage.

5.1 Fault Coverage
To compare the fault coverage among evaluated methods,
we inject 1000 faults per benchmark per technique using the
method described in Section 4.2. The results of fault injection
experiments are classified into following categories:

• Masked: The injected fault has no effect on the pro-
gram due to masking. In this case, benchmarks will
execute as normal and generate correct outputs.

• SWDetect: The inserted checking instructions success-
fully detect incorrect control flows and report errors.
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Figure 14. Fault coverage for CFCSS, ACS, PaSS as well as PaSS_Interprocedural techniques.

• HW Detect: The injected fault dumps the program by
triggering a page fault or an invalid instruction etc.

• Abort: The incorrect control flow causes an infinite
loop or jumps out of the memory address bound. In
this category, simulation will terminate incorrectly.

• Silent Data Corruption (SDC): The program finishes
execution without reporting any error but generates
wrong outputs due to the injected fault. Generally,
SDCs are the most harmful errors since the program
produces incorrect outputs without any hint.

Figure 14 shows the distribution of injected faults for each
technique. Like previous studies, we define the fault coverage
of a technique to be the percentage of faults that do not
result in SDCs, because errors in other categories can be
observed by end users. The fault coverage of PaSS as well as
other software-based techniques [2, 24, 42, 55] are not 100%
because they cannot protect pre-built library functions due
to lack of source codes. They will also miss the error if the
control flow incorrectly jumps to a specific place to skip the
signature check. As a result, these solutions should not be
used on mission-critical systems.
Comparing results, ACS shows the lowest coverage rate

among all evaluated methods. Even with its inter-procedural
protection scheme, the fault coverage only achieves 96.4%.
We observe that the share of SW Detect for ACS is signifi-
cantly smaller than other techniques. According to our anal-
ysis, incapable of detecting inter-interval errors is one of the
primary reasons resulting in ACS’s low coverage. In addition,
ACS will also miss some faults happen inside of loops and
large intervals as its counter-based approach causes aliasing
problems, like the example shown in Figure 13.

On the other hand, the fault coverage for CFCSS, PaSS and
PaSS with inter-procedural protection is 99.0%, 98.8%, and
99.0%, respectively. This result confirms that PaSS does not
hurt the coverage. We would like to point out although the
SW Detect part for PaSS is 5.6% less than CFCSS, the fault
coverage for both methods are identical because the control
flow error may immediately trigger a page fault (contributes

to HW Detect share) before reaching checking instructions
instrumented by PaSS. In summary, PaSS can offer the same
level of fault coverage as previously proposed conservative
solutions, whereas ACS is less effective while detecting long-
distance control flow errors.

5.2 Performance Overhead
The number of signature checking instructions inserted in a
program plays a decisive role in overall overheads. CFCSS
needs to insert the validation instruction in every basic block
but PaSS only requires the instrumentation at the interval
granularity. We collected the number of basic blocks and
intervals from all benchmarks used in experiments. On av-
erage, there are 21502 basic blocks but only 4329 intervals
per program. This result implies that PaSS will insert 4.97x
fewer validation instructions into applications. In real, this
number will be smaller considering the presence of loops. To
accurately measure the performance overhead, we recorded
the execution time for each benchmark using a desktop with
an Intel i7-6700 CPU clocked at 3.4GHz and 8GB of DRAM.
Figure 15 plots the performance overhead for each tech-
nique. The white part of the bar represents the overhead
for intra-procedural protection, and the gray part represents
the inter-procedural protection overhead. All experimental
results are normalized to original programs.
The first bar in each benchmark illustrates the perfor-

mance overhead of CFCSS technique. In this category, two-
thirds of benchmarks experience more than 50% overhead,
and three of them even have more than 100% overhead
(130.8% highest). On average, the performance overhead
for CFCSS is 64.7%. Since CFCSS does not support inter-
procedural protection, all of its overhead comes from intra-
procedural protection. The following two bars demonstrate
the overheads for ACS and PaSS techniques, respectively.
For intra-procedural protection, 403.gcc suffers the highest
overhead among all benchmarks (29.9% for ACS and 32.0%
for PaSS), whereas 433.milc and 470.lbm only shows 2-3%
overhead for both techniques because most of basic blocks
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Figure 15. Performance overhead for CFCSS, ACS, and PaSS techniques.
in these programs are covered by large intervals. On average,
the intra-procedural overhead for ACS and PaSS are 10.7%
and 15.5%, respectively. Both methods achieve significant
overhead reduction comparing to CFCSS. PaSS shows a 4.8%
higher overhead than ACS because it needs to perform the
signature check in every loop iteration, whereas ACS only
verifies the counter after exiting the entire loop. Although
ACS’s lazy-check method reduces the overhead, it hurts the
fault coverage as we described in the previous section. If
a program does not contain any loop or only has small to
medium iteration numbers, PaSS and ACS show the similar
overhead (429.mcf and 456.hmmer).
For inter-procedural protection, 400.perl and 403.gcc ex-

hibit the highest additional overhead (around 10%) with PaSS
technique, because both of workloads contain a lot of small
functions and involve frequent function calls and returns.
On average, PaSS incurs an additional 3.6% overhead, but it
is much more efficient than ACS, which suffers from 10.8%
overhead (3x higher than PaSS). The reason is because ACS
uses a couple of expensive modulo operations, in both caller
sides and callee sides, to catch inter-procedural errors. In
contrast, PaSS only needs to verify the callee side without
any costly instruction. Overall, the geomean performance
overhead for CFCSS, ACS, and PaSS techniques are 64.7%,
21.5%, and 19.1%. This result shows PaSS achieves roughly
3.39x less performance overhead than CFCSS. Comparing to
ACS, PaSS shows a slightly better performance improvement
(2.4%), but PaSS is a lot more effective since it keeps the same
level of fault coverage as conservative solutions.

5.3 Detection Latency
Although PaSS only detects control flow errors, it can easily
be combined with other software recovery mechanisms such
as Encore [19], Bolt [30], and InCheck [16]. Therefore, we
also evaluate the detection latency for each technique since
a longer latency generally increases the overhead for recov-
ery schemes. We do expect PaSS to have a higher detection
latency since it reduces the validation frequency. Figure 16 il-
lustrates each method’s detection latency.Within 2K,Within

5K, and Within 10K represent whether the detected error is
reported within 2K, 5K, or 10K cycles after the fault injec-
tion. For example, the third column in 400.perl shows that
among all errors detected by PaSS, 10.4% are found within 2K
cycles, 4.3% are found within 5K cycles, and the remaining
85.3% are detected within 10K cycles after the fault injection.
Comparing all benchmarks, 400.perl and 403.gcc exhibit the
longest detection latency among all evaluated methods be-
cause their basic blocks are larger than others. For remaining
benchmarks, most of errors are detected under 5K cycles.
Specifically, CFCSS shows the lowest detection latency

with 80.3% of errors detected under 2K cycles. This result
meets our expectation as CFCSS validates every branch in-
struction. We expect ACS and PaSS have similar detection
latency since both of them validate the signature at the in-
terval granularity. However, experiment results demonstrate
that ACS has a similar detection latency compared to CFCSS,
where 73.5% of errors are reported within 2K cycles and
25.7% are reported within 5K cycles. This short detection
latency confirms that ACS can only detect errors happened
very close to checking instructions. If the error happens in-
side of a loop or in the middle of a large interval, ACS has
very limited ability to catch the fault. This finding agrees
with our previous analysis in Section 5.1.

PaSS has the highest detection latency among three evalu-
atedmethods. On average, 19.4% of errors are reportedwithin
2K cycles, and 65.6% are reported within 5K cycles. The re-
maining 15% of errors takes more than 5K but less than 10K
cycles to be detected (PaSS_Inter shows very similar results
as well). Although PaSS experiences the longest detection
latency, it can still report 85% of errors within a reasonable
time (5K cycles). Since architectural recovery mechanisms
generally perform the checkpoint per 100K instructions [53],
we believe PaSS adds negligible overhead to these methods.

6 Related Work
Software-based techniques for control flow error detection
have been well discussed in other works. In this paper, we re-
ported a detailed comparison among CFCSS, ACS, and PaSS.
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Figure 16. Detection latency for CFCSS, ACS, PaSS, and PaSS_Interprocedural techniques.

[2, 20, 55] are some classical works using run-time assertions
to protect control flows. Other works [3, 41, 51, 52] have de-
veloped different algorithms to detect transient faults, but
all of them need to validate the control flow correctness on
every branch instruction, causing too much overhead. Simi-
lar to ACS, [10, 15, 29, 50, 54] are examples of low overhead
techniques for control flow protection. However, they all
sacrifice the fault coverage to achieve better performance,
making them less desirable to the commodity embedded sys-
tems. Control flow integrity works [1, 9, 26, 58, 60] aim to
protect control flows from malicious attacks. Although PaSS
is not specifically designed from the security perspective,
we believe it is still effective to detect some attacks causing
illegal control flow transfers.

In addition to the control flow protection, previous works
also proposed solutions for data flow protections. EDDI [43],
SWIFT [47], and NEMESIS [17] check the data flow by du-
plicating program instructions. Later works such as PROFiT
[48] improves the SWIFT by adding the architectural vul-
nerability factor (AVF) analysis [40]. Others [13, 25, 37, 44]
focused on minimizing the overhead brought by instruction
duplication. PaSS does not support data flow protection, but
it can easily be combined with these techniques to further
extend the fault coverage.

Redundant Multi-threading (RMT) is another approach to
transient fault detection. AR-SMT [49] firstly introduce the
idea of using simultaneousmulti-threading for transient fault
detection. In this work, an active thread runs the program,
and a redundant thread checks the program’s correctness.
Following works [21, 39, 46] tried to optimize the overhead
caused by RMT. Software-based redundant multi-threading
for transient fault detection (SRMT) [57] is another software
solution that achieves redundant checking with multiple
threads. Using the adaptive multi-threading, [23, 61] success-
fully reduce the performance overhead. However, this type
of works relies on an extra thread to validate the correctness,
cutting processor’s throughput by half.

Typical hardware-based solutions for control flow protec-
tion use watchdog processors [27, 33, 34, 36]. A watchdog

processor is a simple co-processor alongside the main pro-
cessor to perform concurrent system-level checking. Other
hardware-assisted techniques [4, 5, 14, 45] suggest to modify
part of the processor hardware or add special instructions for
error detection. Argus [35] uses distributed checkers for var-
ious components in processors. More recent works [31, 32]
deploy acoustic wave detectors to catch soft errors. Never-
theless, all hardware-based solutions are too expensive to be
used in commodity embedded microprocessors since they
have substantial design and area costs.

7 Conclusion
With developments in semiconductor technology, transistor
size has reduced exponentially. In addition, increasing de-
mands for energy efficiency have driven aggressive voltage
scaling as well as noise margin reduction onmicroprocessors.
All of these make current systems less reliable and more
likely to get affected by transient faults. To keep control
flow safe from transient faults with minimal overhead but
maximal coverage, we propose Path Sensitive Signatures for
Control Flow Error Detection. PaSS achieves its high efficiency
by combining two different validation methods and reducing
the checking frequency to the interval granularity. PaSS also
offers a low overhead mechanism to protect inter-procedural
control flow transfers. Experimental results demonstrate that
PaSS brings down the performance overhead from 64.7% for
traditional control flow signatures to 15.5% on average while
maintaining the same level of fault coverage compared to the
prior approach [42]. Inter-procedural protection is provided
at the cost of an additional 3.6% overhead.
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